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This paper presents a comprehensive theoretical study of model systems directed at predicting the effects of
solute and solvent properties on the rates, mechanisms, and kinetic isotope effects for proton-coupled electron
transfer (PCET) reactions. These studies are based on a multistate continuum theory in which the solute is
described with a multistate valence bond model, the solvent is represented as a dielectric continuum, and the
active electrons and transferring protons are treated quantum mechanically. This theoretical formulation is
capable of describing a range of mechanisms, including single electron transfer and sequential or concerted
EPT mechanisms in which both an electron and a proton are transferred. The probability of the EPT mechanism
is predicted to increase as (1) the electron donor-acceptor distance is decreased, (2) the proton donor-
acceptor distance is decreased, (3) the proton transfer reaction becomes more exothermic, (4) the electron
transfer reaction becomes more endothermic (in the normal Marcus region), (5) the temperature decreases,
(6) the solvent polarity decreases, and (7) the size of the electron donor and acceptor increases. The rates are
predicted to increase with respect to these properties in a similar manner, with the exception that the rates
will increase as the temperature increases and as the electron transfer reaction becomes more exothermic in
the normal Marcus region. The kinetic isotope effects are predicted to increase as the probability of the EPT
mechanism increases and as the localization and the distance between the reactant and product proton vibrational
wave functions increase. Unusually strong kinetic isotope effects may be observed due to strong coupling
between the transferring electron and proton. These theoretical studies elucidate the fundamental principles
of PCET reactions and provide predictions that can be tested experimentally.

I. Introduction

Proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) reactions play a
critical role in a variety of biological and chemical processes.
The conversion of energy during photosynthesis1 and respira-
tion2 relies on PCET. In particular, the coupling between
the proton motion and electron transfer plays a key role in
the proton pumping mechanism of photosynthetic reaction
centers,1 as well as in the conduction of electrons in cytochrome
c.3 PCET is also important in numerous reactions in proteins
such as ribonucleotide reductase enzyme4 and iron sulfur
proteins.5 Furthermore, PCET reactions occur in electrochemical
processes6,7 and in solid state materials.8 Thus, PCET reactions
are prevalent in a wide range of systems.

A number of model compounds have been investigated
experimentally to elucidate the fundamental principles of PCET
reactions. Nocera and co-workers have performed experiments
in which they photoinduce electron transfer within an electron
donor-acceptor pair connected by a proton transfer interface.9-11

They have studied a variety of complexes, including a system
in which an electron transfers from a Ru(II) polypyridine to
a dinitrobenzene through an amidinium-carboxylate proton
transfer interface. For this system, they found that the rate of
electron transfer changed by nearly 2 orders of magnitude when
the proton transfer interface was switched (i.e., carboxylate-
amidinium instead of amidinium-carboxylate).11 In addition to
these studies of photoinduced PCET, Meyer and co-workers

have performed detailed kinetics studies of ground state PCET
reactions in oxoruthenium polypyridyl complexes.12 In some
cases, they measured large kinetic isotope effects (i.e., the ratio
of the rate for hydrogen to the rate for deuterium) of∼30. Thorp
and co-workers have studied the effects of substitutions for
reactions involving oxoruthenium and also measured large
kinetic isotope effects of∼12.13 Mayer and co-workers have
studied PCET in self-exchange reactions between bi-imidazoline
iron complexes.14 They obtained mechanistic evidence for
concerted PCET and measured a kinetic isotope effect of∼2.
These experimental results provide useful information about
PCET in specific systems. Due to the limited number of systems
studied, however, these experimental results do not provide a
general understanding of the fundamental principles of PCET.

In this paper, we apply a recently developed theoretical
formulation of PCET15-18 to a series of model systems to
determine the effects of solute and solvent properties on the
rates, mechanisms, and kinetic isotope effects for PCET
reactions. This systematic study elucidates some of the funda-
mental principles of PCET. In addition, this investigation aids
in the interpretation of the available experimental results on
model systems. Most importantly, this study provides predictions
that can be tested experimentally.

The theoretical formulation in this paper is based on a
multistate continuum theory, in which the solute is described
with a multistate valence bond model, the solvent is represented
as a dielectric continuum, and the transferring protons are treated
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quantum mechanically.15-18 (As discussed in ref 17, this
theoretical formulation is distinct from the previous formulation
of PCET by Cukier and co-workers.9,19) In our formulation, the
mixed electronic/proton vibrational free energy surfaces are
obtained as functions of two scalar solvent coordinates corre-
sponding to proton and electron transfer. These free energy
surfaces provide information about the mechanism of PCET.
For example, in some cases only the electron transfers, while
in other cases both the electron and the proton transfer either
sequentially or concertedly. Recently, Soudackov and Hammes-
Schiffer derived a rate expression for PCET in the limit of
nonadiabatic electron transfer within the framework of this
theoretical formulation.17 Rate expressions in the limit of
adiabatic electron transfer are also available.18,27 The kinetic
isotope effects can be calculated by replacing the transferring
hydrogen with deuterium. This theory may be viewed as a
multidimensional extension of standard Marcus theory for single
electron transfer.

The basic model system in this paper consists of an electron
donor and acceptor connected by a symmetric proton transfer
interface represented by a protonated water dimer. We vary the
following physical parameters in this model system: the electron
donor-acceptor distance, the proton donor-acceptor distance,
the energy differences between the electronic states, the coupling
between the electronic states, the solute size, and the solvent
polarity. The free energy surfaces, rates, and kinetic isotope
effects are calculated for each model system. The analysis of
these results leads to predictions of qualitative trends that can
be tested experimentally.

An outline of this paper is as follows. Section II summarizes
our theoretical formulation for PCET and describes the model
system in this study. Section III presents the results, including
a complete analysis of the dependence of the free energy
surfaces, mechanisms, rates, and kinetic isotope effects on the
solute and solvent properties. Section IV summarizes the general
conclusions and predictions from this investigation of PCET
reactions.

II. Theory and Model

A. Theory for PCET. Reference 15 presents the detailed
derivation of a multistate continuum theory20,21 for PCET
reactions in solution. In this section, we briefly summarize this
theory. The PCET system is represented by a four-state valence
bond (VB) model22 with electronic VB states defined as

Here the symbols De and Ae represent a general electron donor
and acceptor, Dp and Ap represent a general proton donor and
acceptor, and H represents the transferring proton. The VB states
are labeled as follows:a denotes that the proton is bonded to
its donor while b denotes that the proton is bonded to its
acceptor, and 1 denotes that the electron is localized on its donor
while 2 denotes that the electron is localized on its acceptor.
Thus,a andb indicate the proton transfer (PT) state, and 1 and
2 indicate the electron transfer (ET) state. The active electrons
and transferring proton are treated quantum mechanically.

The solvent is represented as a dielectric continuum charac-
terized by the electronic and inertial dielectric constantsε∞ and
ε0, respectively. The Born-Oppenheimer approach is adopted
for the separation of solvent and solute electronic time scales.
In this approximation,23 the solvent electrons are assumed to
be infinitely fast on the time scale of the solute electrons. In
this paper, electronic polarization refers to the solvent response
assumed to be instantaneous, and inertial polarization refers to
the non-instantaneous solvent response (e.g., nuclear reorienta-
tion and translation).

In this theory, the mixed electronic/proton vibrational free
energy surfaces are obtained as functions of two scalar solvent
coordinateszp andze corresponding to the proton and electron
transfer reactions, respectively. Each scalar solvent coordinate
represents the difference in interaction energy of the two VB
states involved in the charge transfer reaction with the inertial
polarization fieldφin(r ) of the solvent. Thus

whereFii(r ) is the total charge density of VB statei. These scalar
solvent coordinates are analogous to the standard solvent
coordinate used for the description of single charge transfer
reactions.24,25As discussed in ref 15, the off-diagonal densities
are neglected in this formulation.

The VB Hamiltonian matrix corresponding to the free energy
is

The first term is the transformed self-energy of the solvent
inertial polarization and is expressed as

where the summation runs over valence bond states 1b and 2a,
the truncated reorganization energy matrixt′t has dimensions
2 × 2 corresponding to these two states, and (zp,ze) ≡
(y′1b,y′2a). (The 1a state is eliminated through a coordinate
transformation, and the 2b state is eliminated due to the linear
dependency among the solvent coordinates.) The inertial
reorganization energy matrix elementst′ij(q) are defined as

whereK̂(ε) is the dielectric Green function26 for the medium
with dielectric constantε and

The second termHo(rp) has matrix elements

(31a) De
- - +DpH ‚‚‚ ‚‚‚ Ap - Ae

(1b) De
- - Dp ‚‚‚ ‚‚‚ HAp

+ - Ae

(2a) De - +DpH ‚‚‚ ‚‚‚ Ap - Ae
-

(2b) De - Dp ‚‚‚ ‚‚‚ HAp
+ - Ae

- (1)

zp t y′1b ) ∫[F1b,1b(r ) - F1a,1a(r )]φin(r ) dr

ze t y′2a ) ∫[F2a,2a(r ) - F1a,1a(r )]φin(r ) dr (2)

H(rp,zp,ze) ) S(rp,zp,ze)I + Ho(rp) + (0 0 0 0
0 zp 0 0
0 0 ze 0
0 0 0 zp + ze

) (3)

S(rp,zp,ze) )
1

2
∑

i,j)1b,2a

{[y′i + t′1a,i(rp)][ t′t(rp)
-1] ij ×

[y′j + t′1a,j(rp)]} -
1

2
t ′1a,1a(rp) (4)

t′ij(rp) ) -∫νjj(r )[K̂(ε0) - K̂(ε∞)]νii(r ) dr (5)

ν1a,1a(r ) ) F1a,1a(r )

νii(r ) ) Fii(r ) - F1a,1a(r ) i ) 1b, 2a, or 2b (6)

(Ho)ij(rp) ) (ho)ij(rp) - 1
2

t ii
(∞)(rp)δij (7)
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whereho is the gas phase solute Hamiltonian and

is the electronic reorganization energy matrix element that
accounts for the interaction of the solute with the electronic
polarization of the solvent (within the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation23). The third term in eq 3 represents the interac-
tion of the solute with the inertial polarization of the solvent.
Due to the coordinate transformation eliminating the 1a state,
the transformed self-energy is the sum of the actual self-energy
of the solvent inertial polarization and the interaction of the
density of VB state 1a with the inertial polarization of the
solvent. Since this interaction is included in the transformed
self-energy, it is not included in the third term of eq 3.

Typically, PCET reactions involve electronically adiabatic
PT since the proton donor and acceptor are strongly coupled
due to hydrogen bonding. For electronically adiabatic PT
reactions, the number of VB states can be reduced by eliminating
the excited electronic states corresponding to the PT reactions.
This is achieved by transforming the electronic VB basis set in
eq 1 to another equivalent basis set in which the basis functions
are the eigenvectors of the two 2× 2 blocks of the matrix in
eq 3 corresponding to the VB states 1a/1b and 2a/2b, respec-
tively. For electronically adiabatic PT the higher excited
electronic states for each block can be neglected, and the system
can be described on the basis of the two remaining wave
functions

with corresponding energies

Here, re denotes the electronic coordinates, andψi(re) is the
wave function associated with VB statei. In this notation, I
and II correspond to ET states 1 and 2, respectively. The matrix
corresponding to the free energy in this new basis set is

where the coupling between the two electronic statesΨI and
ΨII is

The proton vibrational states can be calculated for each of
the two new basis states by solving the one-dimensional
Schrödinger equation

whereTp is the kinetic energy of the proton andHJJ(rp,zp,ze)
(J ) I or II) is the diagonal element of the 2× 2 matrix in
eq 13. (As discussed in ref 17, the change in free energy
HJJ(rp,zp,ze) along the proton coordinaterp is similar to the
change in potential energy alongrp if the rp dependence of the
νi,i(r ) is weak.) The resulting ET diabatic states are denoted
ΨI(re;rp,zp)φµ

I (rp;zp,ze) and ΨII(re;rp,zp)φν
II(rp;zp,ze) with corre-

sponding free energiesεµ
I (zp,ze) and εν

II(zp,ze). The coupling
between a pair of states Iµ and IIν is

where the subscript of the angular brackets indicates integration
over rp.

Many chemically and biologically relevant PCET reactions
involve electronically nonadiabatic ET since the electron donor
and acceptor are well-separated due to the presence of the proton
transfer interface. Reference 17 presents a derivation of a rate
expression for PCET in the regime of electronically nonadiabatic
ET. In this limit, the Golden Rule may be used to calculate
the rate of a transition from the two-dimensional free energy
surfaces corresponding to the reactants (I) to those corresponding
to the products (II). This derivation is based on two well-
defined approximations: (1) the two-dimensional ET diabatic
free energy surfacesεµ

I (zp,ze) and εν
II(zp,ze) are assumed to be

exact paraboloids with identical frequencies, and (2) the coupling
Vµν(zp) between these surfaces is assumed to be constant for
each pair of states for the relevant energies. As shown in this
paper, these approximations are valid for a wide range of PCET
systems.

The resulting rate expression in the limit of nonadiabatic ET
(and in the absence of intramolecular solute modes) is

The equilibrium free energy difference is defined as

and the reorganization energy is defined as

where (zjp
Iµ,zje

Iµ) and (zjp
IIν,zje

IIν) are the equilibrium solvent coordi-
nates for states Iµ and IIν, respectively. Figure 1 depicts these
quantities for a pair of paraboloids Iµ and IIν. The coupling
Vµν is defined in eq 16 and is evaluated at the solvent coordinate
zp corresponding to the intersection point along the straight-
line reaction path connecting the minima of the two surfaces.
The quantityPµ

I is the Boltzmann distribution function for the
reactant stateµ.

In this paper, the ET diabatic free energy surfaces and the
couplings were obtained with the alternative method described

[Tp + HJJ(rp,zp,ze)]φµ
J(rp;zp,ze) ) εµ

J(zp,ze)φµ
J(rp;zp,ze) (15)

Vµν(zp) ) 〈φµ
I |V(rp,zp)|φν

II〉p (16)

k )
2π

p
∑

µ

Pµ
I ∑

ν

Vµν
2 (4πλµνkBT)-1/2 exp{-

(∆G°µν + λµν)
2

4λµνkBT }
(17)

∆G°µν ) εν
II(zjp

IIν,zje
IIν) - εµ

I (zjp
Iµ,zje

Iµ) (18)

λµν ) εµ
I (zjp

IIν,zje
IIν) - εµ

I (zjp
Iµ,zje

Iµ) (19)

t ij
(∞)(rp) ) -∫Fjj(r )K̂(ε∞)Fii(r ) dr (8)

ΨI(re;rp,zp) ) c1a(rp,zp)ψ1a(re) + c1b(rp,zp)ψ1b(re) (9)

ΨII(re;rp,zp) ) c2a(rp,zp)ψ2a(re) + c2b(rp,zp)ψ2b(re) (10)

EI(rp,zp) ) 1
2

{(Ho)1a,1a(rp) + (Ho)1b,1b(rp) + zp -

x[zp + (Ho)1b,1b(rp) - (Ho)1a,1a(rp)]
2 + 4(Ho)1a,1b(rp)

2}
(11)

EII(rp,zp) ) 1
2

{(Ho)2a,2a(rp) + (Ho)2b,2b(rp) + zp -

x[zp + (Ho)2b,2b(rp) - (Ho)2a,2a(rp)]
2 + 4(Ho)2a,2b(rp)

2}
(12)

H(rp,zp,ze) ) S(rp,zp,ze)I + (EI(rp,zp) V(rp,zp)
V(rp,zp) EII(rp,zp) ) + (0 0

0 ze
)

(13)

V(rp,zp) ) c1a(rp,zp)c2a(rp,zp)(ho)1a,2a(rp) +
c1b(rp,zp)c2b(rp,zp)(ho)1b,2b(rp) +
c1a(rp,zp)c2b(rp,zp)(ho)1a,2b(rp) +
c1b(rp,zp)c2a(rp,zp)(ho)1b,2a(rp) (14)
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in refs 15 and 17. In the limit of electronically adiabatic PT,
this alternative approach is exactly equivalent to the approach
previously described. In this alternative approach, a set ofNvib

proton vibrational states is calculated for each of the four VB
states. The mixed electronic/proton vibrational states are
expanded in terms of 4Nvib basis states, each composed of a
product of an electronic VB state and an associated proton
vibrational state. The ET diabatic states are obtained by
diagonalizing the 4Nvib × 4Nvib matrix obtained from eq 3 after
setting (ho)ij to zero if i andj represent different ET states. We
verified that these two approaches are equivalent for the model
systems in this paper.

B. Model PCET System.The model PCET system in this
paper consists of electron donor and acceptor sites connected
by a protonated water dimer, as depicted in Figure 2. The
distance between the electron donor and acceptor is denoted
RDA, the distance between the proton donor and acceptor is
denotedROO, and the coordinate of the proton relative to the
center of the O-O bond is denotedrp. For these studies, the
positions of the non-transferring hydrogen atoms are determined
from a minimized protonated dimer to ensure a symmetric
proton transfer interface. For ET state 1 (or 2), the electron donor
site has a charge of-1 (or 0), while the electron acceptor site
has a charge of 0 (or-1). The PT statesa andb are represented
with the empirical valence bond model of Schmitt and Voth.28

The two types of input required for our theoretical formulation
are the gas phase matrix elements and the reorganization energy
matrix elements. The remainder of this subsection will describe
the calculations of these input quantities and will enumerate
the parameters varied in our studies.

In our model, the gas phase matrix elements (ho)ij are given
by the matrix in eq 20, where the dependence of the diagonal
matrix elements onrp is omitted for notational simplicity. The

2 × 2 matrix UH5O2
+(rp) is the EVB matrix for a protonated

water dimer given by Schmitt and Voth in ref 28.Uii
Coul(rp) is

the Coulomb interaction between the water dimer and the
electron transfer donor and acceptor sites and can be expressed
in terms of a sum over the PT sites (i.e., the 5 atoms of the
protonated water dimer) and the ET sites (i.e., the ET donor
and acceptor) as

Here,qm
i andqn

i represent the charges on the ET sitem and the
PT siten, respectively, for VB statei, andRmn is the distance
between these two sites. The parameter∆E12 is the energy
difference between the ET states 1 and 2 (and is assumed to be
the same for PT statesa and b and to be independent ofrp).
The couplingVET between ET states 1 and 2 is given by

whereV0
ET andâ are approximated from previous calculations

of electronic coupling for a water chain29 and are set to 188.2
kcal/mol and 1.4 Å-1, respectively. These values are assumed
to be the same for PT statesa andb and are not varied in our
studies. The couplingVEPT is one of the parameters varied in
our studies. The couplingsVET and VEPT are assumed to be
independent ofrp.

The reorganization energy matrix elements are calculated with
a simple electrostatic ellipsoidal model developed by Kirkwood
and Westheimer30 and used recently by Cukier19 for similar
systems. In this model, the point charges representing the solute
charge distribution for each VB state are placed on the main
axis of an ellipsoidal cavity embedded in a dielectric continuum
solvent characterized by the inertial (ε0) and electronic (ε∞)

ho(rp) ) (Ua,a
H5O2

+
+ U1a,1a

Coul Ua,b
H5O2

+
VET VEPT

Ub,a
H5O2

+
Ub,b

H5O2
+

+ U1b,1b
Coul

VEPT VET

VET VEPT Ua,a
H5O2

+
+ U2a,2a

Coul + ∆E12 Ua,b
H5O2

+

VEPT VET Ub,a
H5O2

+
Ub,b

H5O2
+

+ U2b,2b
Coul + ∆E12

) (20)

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a pair of parabaloids Iµ and IIV
as functions of the solvent coordinateszp and ze. The reorganization
energy λµv and the equilibrium free energy difference∆G°µv are
indicated.

Figure 2. (a) PCET model used for the calculation of gas phase solute
EVB Hamiltonian matrix elements. (b) Seven-site ellipsoidal model
used for the calculation of solvent reorganization energies.RDA is the
electron donor-acceptor distance,ROO is the proton donor-acceptor
distance, andrp is the proton coordinate.

Uii
Coul(rp) ) ∑

m

ET sites

∑
n

PT sitesqm
i qn

i

Rmn

(21)

VET ) V0
ET exp(-âRDA/2) (22)
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dielectric constants. For this simple model, the electrostatic
equations for the polarization potentials can be solved analyti-
cally, allowing the straightforward calculation of the solvation
energies and reorganization energy matrix elements. In our
model, the solute consists of seven sites on the main axis of
the ellipsoidal cavity, as depicted in Figure 2b. Two of the sites
represent the electron donor and acceptor, one of the sites
represents the transferring proton, and the other four sites
represent the two water molecules in the protonated water dimer.
Each of these water molecules is described by two sites, where
one site corresponds to the oxygen atom and the other site
corresponds to the two hydrogen atoms. The charge of this latter
site is the sum of the two hydrogen atoms, and the position of
this site ensures the correct dipole moment for the water
molecule.

The aim of our studies is to investigate the dependence of
the rates, mechanisms, and kinetic isotope effects on the physical
properties of the solute and solvent. The parameters varied in
our studies are as follows:

1. ROO is varied from 2.4 to 3.0 Å, therefore spanning the
region where the proton potential energy curve is a single well
to the region where the proton potential energy curve is a double
well with a high barrier.

2. RDA is varied from 10 to 20 Å. ForRDA ) 10 Å, the
electron transfer is in the adiabatic regime, but forRDA g 12 Å,
the electron transfer is in the nonadiabatic regime.

3. The energy difference∆E12 between the ET states 1 and
2 is varied from exothermic (-20 kcal/mol) to endothermic
(+20 kcal/mol).

4. The energy difference∆Eab between the PT statesa and
b is varied from exothermic (-5 kcal/mol) to endothermic (+5
kcal/mol). (Although not shown in eq 20, this parameter is added
to the diagonal gas phase matrix elements corresponding to VB
states 1b and 2b.) For simplicity,∆Eab ) 0 for all tables and
figures presented in this paper.

5. The couplingVEPT is varied between 0.1VET and 10VET.
For simplicity,VEPT ) VET for all tables and figures in this paper.

6. The size of the ellipsoidal cavity is varied to investigate
the effects of solute size. For simplicity, in all tables and figures
presented in this paper, the ellipsoidal cavity in Figure 2b has
a minor axis of 4.0 Å and a radius of 3.0 Å for the spheres
representing the electron donor and acceptor. (The major axis
was scaled according toRDA.)

7. The inertial and electronic dielectric constants are varied
to represent water (ε0 ) 78.4 andε∞ ) 1.77) and methylene
chloride (ε0 ) 8.93 andε∞ ) 2.02) at 25°C.31

III. Results and Discussion

This section presents a comprehensive analysis of our model
system studies of PCET reactions. The first subsection describes
the fundamental characteristics of the free energy surfaces and
the dependence of these characteristics on the physical properties
of the system. This subsection provides the groundwork for the
next three subsections, which focus on the mechanisms, rates,
and kinetic isotope effects, respectively.

A. Free Energy Surfaces.In the first part of this subsection,
we discuss the fundamental principles of the free energy surfaces
for PCET reactions. The general characteristics of the two-
dimensional free energy surfaces and the associated proton
potential energy curves and proton vibrational wave functions
are presented. The limits of electronically and vibrationally
adiabatic and nonadiabatic behavior are discussed. In the second
part of this subsection, we predict the dependence of the
characteristics of the free energy surfaces on the physical

properties of the system and verify these predictions with our
model system studies. In particular, we investigate the impact
of altering the proton donor-acceptor distance, the electron
donor-acceptor distance, the energy difference between the gas
phase ET states, and the solvent polarity.

As previously discussed, for this model the free energy
surfaces depend on two solvent variables,zp andze, correspond-
ing to proton and electron transfer, respectively. Figure 3
illustrates the fundamental physical principles underlying these
surfaces. The two-dimensional ET diabatic surfacesεµ

J(zp,ze)
(J ) I or II), defined in eq 15 are shown in the contour plots of
Figure 3a and are labeled according to the dominant VB state.
Note that the energy scale along thezp axis is expanded by a
factor of∼4, so the disparity between the lengths of thezp and
ze axes should be approximately 4 times greater. This disparity
is due to the difference in reorganization energies for ET and
PT. As previously mentioned, the reactants (I) and the products
(II) correspond to ET states 1 and 2, respectively; the reactants
are mixtures of the 1a and 1b VB states, while the products are
mixtures of the 2a and 2b VB states. The PCET reaction can

Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration of two-dimensional ET diabatic
mixed electronic/proton vibrational free energy surfaces as functions
of the solvent coordinateszp andze. Only two surfaces are shown for
each ET diabatic state, and the lower and higher energy surfaces are
shown with solid and dashed contour lines, respectively. The free energy
surfaces are labeled according to the dominant VB state, and the minima
of the lowest surfaces are labeled (zjp

I ,zje
I ) and (zjp

II,zje
II). (b) Slices of the

free energy surfaces along the straight-line reaction path connecting
the solvent coordinates (zjp

I ,zje
I ) and (zjp

II,zje
II) indicated in (a). (c) The

reactant (I) and product (II) proton potential energy curves as functions
of rp at the solvent configurations corresponding to the points A, B, C,
and D indicated on the lowest reactant ET diabatic surface in (b). The
lowest reactant proton vibrational state and the lowest two product
proton vibrational states are shown for each potential energy curve.
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be viewed as a transition from the surfaces corresponding to
the reactants (I) to the surfaces corresponding to the products
(II). Figure 3a shows that the minima of the ET diabatic surfaces
within the set of reactants (or products) vary due to different
weightings of thea andb PT states.

In this paper, for purposes of analysis, we depict slices of
the two-dimensional ET diabatic surfaces along a straight-line
reaction path connecting the lowest minima for the reactants
(I) and the products (II). For example, the slices in Figure 3b
were obtained from the straight-line reaction path connecting
points (zjp

I ,zje
I ) and (zjp

II,zje
II) labeled in Figure 3a. For the remain-

der of the paper, we will show only the lowest energy reactant
ET diabatic surface since for most of the systems studied, the
Boltzmann population of the lowest reactant state is nearly unity
(i.e., P1

I ) 1 in eq 17) at 25°C. The free energy surfaces in
Figure 3 are labeled according to the dominant VB state. For
the model systems in this paper, the lowest reactant ET diabatic
surface is dominated by the 1a VB state. A transition from this
1a reactant surface to a product ET diabatic surface dominated
by the 2a VB state represents the ET mechanism (i.e., only the
electron is transferred), and a transition from this 1a reactant
surface to a product ET diabatic surface dominated by the 2b
VB state represents the EPT mechanism (i.e., both the electron
and the proton are transferred).

To gain more physical insight, we also investigate the proton
potential energy curvesHJJ(rp,zp,ze) (J ) I or II), defined in eq
13. Figure 3c depicts the reactant (I) and product (II) proton
potential energy curves as functions ofrp at the four different
solvent coordinates corresponding to points A, B, C, and D on
the reactant ET diabatic surface in Figure 3b. The proton
vibrational wave functions localized in thea well (near the
proton donor) are associated with ET diabatic surfaces domi-
nated by PT statea, and the proton vibrational wave functions
localized in theb well (near the proton acceptor) are associated
with ET diabatic surfaces dominated by PT stateb. The proton
vibrational wave functions delocalized above the proton transfer
barrier are mixtures of PT statesa and b. (No delocalized
vibrational wave functions are shown in Figure 3c.) For the
symmetric model systems in this paper, thea well is lower than
theb well in the proton potential energy curves for the reactant
(I), and the reverse is true for the product (II). This relation
arises from the electron-proton Coulomb interaction, which
lowers the energy when the electron and the proton are both on
their donors or both on their acceptors.

Due to the coupling between the solvent and the solute, the
proton potential energy curves depend strongly on the solvent
coordinates. Figure 3c includes only the lowest energy reactant
proton vibrational state (labeled according to the dominant VB
state 1a) and the two lowest product proton vibrational states
(labeled according to the dominant VB states 2b and 2a). The
energy of each proton vibrational state shown in Figure 3c
corresponds to the energy of the ET diabatic surfaces in Figure
3b at the specified solvent coordinates. Panels b and c of Figure
3 both indicate that, as the solvent coordinates change from A
to D, the energy of the reactant ET diabatic state increases, while
the energies of the product ET diabatic states decrease. These
figures also illustrate that the lowest reactant state is lower in
energy than the two lowest product states for the solvent
coordinates associated with A, while the lowest reactant state
is higher in energy than the two lowest product states for the
solvent coordinates associated with D. Furthermore, panels b
and c of Figure 3 show that for each intersection point of the
reactant and product ET diabatic surfaces, the lowest proton
vibrational state for the reactant (I) is degenerate with one of

the proton vibrational states for the product (II). For the solvent
coordinates associated with B, the lowest reactant state (1a) is
degenerate with the lowest product state (2b), while for the
solvent coordinates associated with C, the lowest reactant state
is degenerate with the second product state (2a).

PCET reactions span a wide range of electronically adiabatic
and nonadiabatic behaviors. We found that our model systems
involve only electronically adiabatic PT reactions (i.e.,Ua,b

H5O2
+

is much larger than the thermal energykBT), allowing us to
reduce the four-state VB model to the two-state model described
in section II. The ET and EPT reactions are electronically
adiabatic if the couplingVµν . kBT, and they are electronically
nonadiabatic if the couplingVµν , kBT. As shown in eq 16,
the effective couplingVµν depends on the couplingsVET and
VEPT between the VB states as well as the overlap of the reactant
and product proton vibrational wave functions. Since the ET
mechanism corresponds to the transition from a reactant 1a state
to a product 2a state, the reactant and product vibrational wave
functions are both localized in thea well of the proton potential
energy curve and may have significant overlap. In contrast, the
EPT mechanism corresponds to a transition from a reactant 1a
state to a product 2b state, so the reactant and product vibrational
wave functions are localized in different wells and have very
small overlap. This difference in overlap for ET and EPT is
illustrated in Figure 3c, where the overlap between the reactant
1a proton vibrational wave function and the product 2a proton
vibrational wave function is nearly unity, while the overlap
tween the reactant 1a proton vibrational wave function and
the product 2b proton vibrational wave function is nearly zero.
As a result of the small overlap of the reactant 1a and product
2b vibrational wave functions, the EPT mechanism is typically
electronically nonadiabatic even when the ET mechanism is
electronically adiabatic (i.e., even for small electron donor-
acceptor distances). Thus, for reactions dominated by the EPT
mechanism, the nonadiabatic rate expression in eq 17 is
applicable even in the limit of electronically adiabatic ET. For
reactions dominated by the electronically adiabatic ET mech-
anism, the standard rate expressions for adiabatic ET may be
implemented.27 For reactions involving both electronically
nonadiabatic EPT and electronically adiabatic ET, a different
rate expression must be derived. This paper will focus on the
limit in which both ET and EPT are electronically nonadiabatic.

In addition toelectronicallyadiabatic or nonadiabatic charge
transfer reactions, the PT reaction may beVibrationally adiabatic
or nonadiabatic. This issue arises if the proton vibrational states
become degenerate within the set of reactant or product states
for relevant energies. For small proton donor-acceptor distances
(i.e., ROO ) 2.4 Å), this issue does not arise since the proton
potential is a single well. For larger proton donor-acceptor
distances, however, this issue becomes important due to the
double well character of the proton potential. Panels a and b of
Figure 4 depict the free energy slices for two model systems
with ROO ) 2.8 and 3.0 Å, respectively. These figures indicate
that for both models, the dominant VB states for two product
ET diabatic surfaces are interchanged for solvent coordinates
between the intersection of the reactant and product ET diabatic
free energy surfaces and the minima of the relevant ET diabatic
product surfaces. Figure 4c shows the product proton potential
energy curves for the model system withROO ) 3.0 Å for
solvent coordinates before, at, and after the avoided crossing
of the product states. These proton potential energy curves
illustrate that at the avoided crossing, the second and third
product proton vibrational states are nearly degenerate. Prior
to the crossing, the third product state is localized in thea well
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and the second product state is localized in theb well, and after
the crossing, the localization of these states is interchanged. The
tunnel splittings for the proton potential energy curves cor-
respond to the splittings of the product ET diabatic surfaces at
the avoided crossings. The tunnel splitting is significantly larger
for Figure 4a than for Figure 4b due to a substantially lower
proton transfer barrier forROO ) 2.8 Å than forROO ) 3.0 Å.

Thus, panels a and b of Figure 4 represent vibrationally
adiabatic PT and vibrationally nonadiabatic PT, respectively,
for the second and third product states at 25°C. As a result,
the two models represent qualitatively different mechanisms
resulting from motion along the solvent reaction coordinate.
Neglecting the lowest product state, Figure 4a represents two

sequential reactions resulting in EPT and ET: in the first
reaction, EPT occurs at the intersection between the reactant
and the second product states, followed by vibrationally adia-
batic PT when the relevant product state changes from 2b to
2a; in the second reaction, ET occurs at the intersection between
the reactant and the third product states, followed by vibra-
tionally adiabatic PT when the relevant product state changes
from 2a to 2b. In contrast, Figure 4b represents both concerted
EPT (transition from 1a to 2b) and ET (transition from 1a to
2a) reactions, followed by a vibrationally nonadiabatic crossing
of the second and third product ET diabatic free energy surfaces.
For the model system in Figure 4b, the fourth and fifth product
states also exhibit a vibrationally nonadiabatic crossing, while
the sixth and seventh product states are vibrationally adiabatic.
The increase of the vibrational adiabaticity for higher states is
due to the larger tunnel splittings (i.e., larger couplings) for states
closer to the top of the proton transfer barrier. The rate
expression in eq 17 may be applied to systems that are either
vibrationally adiabatic or vibrationally nonadiabatic as long as
the surfaces are still approximate paraboloids and the product
states are correctly followed after the transition, according to
the vibrationally adiabatic or nonadiabatic limits. On the other
hand, the rate expression must be extended for situations
between the vibrationally adiabatic and nonadiabatic limits.

The fundamental principles of PCET free energy surfaces
discussed so far provide the foundation for our systematic
investigation of the dependence of the free energy surfaces on
the physical properties of the solute and the solvent. Our results
are summarized in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5a depicts the free
energy slices for a typical set of parameters, and panels b-f of
Figure 5 illustrate the effects of specific physical properties.
The ET diabatic free energy surfaces are labeled according to
the dominant VB states (and are not labeled in the absence of
a clearly dominant VB state). In order to elucidate the effects
of these physical properties, Figure 6 depicts proton potential
energy curves at the minimum of the lowest product ET diabatic
surface for a series ofROO andRDA values.

IncreasingROO increases the proton transfer barrier and thus
leads to a larger number of localized vibrational states. This
phenomenon is confirmed by comparing panels a and b of Figure
5, which illustrate that increasingROO from 2.7 to 3.0 Å leads
to a larger number of ET diabatic states dominated by either
PT statea or PT stateb (as opposed to a mixture of botha and
b). For ROO ) 2.4 Å, the proton potential energy curve is a
single well, so none of the states are localized near the proton
donor or acceptor. Figure 6 shows that for largerROO distances,
the proton potential energy curves are double well potentials,
and the number of localized states increases with increasing
ROO. In addition, as shown in Figure 4, values ofROO leading
to double well potentials allow degeneracies of the proton
vibrational states within each double well potential (i.e., within
the set of reactant or product ET diabatic states). The resulting
curve crossings within the set of reactant or product ET diabatic
states are vibrationally nonadiabatic for largeROO and are
vibrationally adiabatic for smallerROO.

Increasing RDA decreases the electron-proton Coulomb
interaction and thus decreases the asymmetry of the proton
potential energy curves. This trend is clearly illustrated by the
proton potential energy curves in Figure 6. For very smallRDA

distances, the asymmetry of the proton potential energy curve
is so great that no product proton vibrational states are localized
in thea well. For largerRDA distances, this asymmetry decreases
and thus allows a product proton vibrational state to be localized
in the a well. As RDA increases, thea well becomes lower in

Figure 4. Slices of the ET diabatic free energy surfaces along the
straight-line reaction path for a model system with (a)RDA ) 13 Å
andROO ) 2.8 Å (predominantly vibrationally adiabatic) and (b)RDA

) 14 Å andROO ) 3.0 Å (vibrationally nonadiabatic). For both model
systems,∆E12 ) 0, and the solvent is water. The lowest reactant and
the second and third product ET diabatic surfaces are labeled according
to the dominant VB state. (c) The product proton potential energy curves
at the solvent coordinates corresponding to A, B, and C indicated on
the free energy surfaces in (b). The three lowest product proton
vibrational states are shown for each potential energy curve, and
the second and third ones are labeled according to the dominant VB
state. Note that at the vibrationally nonadiabatic crossing, a pair of
product proton vibrational states becomes degenerate, leading to a
change in the dominant VB state for the corresponding ET diabatic
free energy surfaces.
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energy, so the energy difference between the lowest proton
vibrational states localized in thea andb wells decreases. As a
result, asRDA increases, the lowest product ET diabatic state
dominated by 2a becomes closer in energy to the lowest product
ET diabatic state dominated by 2b. This trend is confirmed by
a comparison of the ET diabatic surfaces in panels a and c of
Figure 5, which show that increasingRDA from 12 to 20 Å for
ROO ) 2.7 Å changes the character of the second product ET
diabatic state from delocalized to 2a. Comparison of Figures
4b (RDA ) 14 Å) and 5b (RDA ) 12 Å) for ROO ) 2.8 Å shows
that increasingRDA decreases the energy gap between the lowest
2b and 2a product states. This comparison also illustrates that
the solvent coordinates corresponding to the curve crossings
within the set of product ET diabatic states vary withRDA.

Decreasing the energy difference∆E12 between the gas phase
ET states shifts the entire set of product ET diabatic surfaces
down in energy by∆E12. (They are shifted up in energy if∆E12

is increased.) This trend is illustrated by a comparison of panels

a and d of Figure 5, which shows that decreasing∆E12 from
0 to -10 kcal/mol shifts the product states down in energy.
This model system is in the normal Marcus region, but when
∆E12 is sufficiently negative, the system will be in the inverted
Marcus region (where the Marcus inverted region is defined
as - ∆G°µν > λµν).32,33

Finally, altering the polarity of the solvent affects both the
reorganization energy matrix elements and the relative solvation
energies of the VB states. Our analysis will focus on the changes
in the reorganization energy matrix elements, which appear to
be more important than the changes in the relative solvation
energies for these model systems. In general, decreasing the
solvent polarity decreases the reorganization energy matrix
elements. According to standard Marcus theory for single ET
reactions, as the reorganization energy decreases, the frequencies
of the ET diabatic surfaces increase, and the difference between
the solvent coordinates for the minima of the reactant and
product ET diabatic surfaces decreases. As given in ref 17, an

Figure 5. Slices of the free energy surfaces in water along a straight-line reaction path for a model system with (a)ROO ) 2.7 Å, RDA ) 12 Å, ∆E12

) 0, (b) ROO ) 3.0 Å, RDA ) 12 Å, ∆E12 ) 0, (c) ROO ) 2.7 Å, RDA ) 20 Å, ∆E12 ) 0, (d) ROO ) 2.7 Å, RDA ) 12 Å, ∆E12 ) -10 kcal/mol.
(e) Same as in (a) but in methylene chloride. (f) Same as in (a) but with deuterium substituted for the transferring hydrogen.
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analogous relation between reorganization energies and frequen-
cies holds for PCET reactions, with the slight complication of
the coupling termt′1a,2b. For the model systems in this paper,
we found that this coupling term does not alter the trend with
solvent polarity. Thus, decreasing the solvent polarity increases
the frequency and decreases the difference between the solvent
coordinates of the reactant and product minima. These trends
are illustrated by a comparison of panels a and e of Figure 5,
which correspond to water (high polarity) and methylene
chloride (lower polarity) solvents, respectively.

B. Mechanisms.In this subsection, we discuss the impact
of the physical properties of the system on the mechanisms of
PCET reactions. The two competing mechanisms, ET and EPT,
are analyzed in terms of the rate expression given in eq 17.
The general characteristics of the free energy surfaces and
associated proton potential energy curves favoring each mech-
anism are presented. This analysis leads to predictions of the
dependence of the mechanism on the proton donor-acceptor
distance, the electron donor-acceptor distance, and the exo-
thermicity of the gas phase ET. A detailed description of our
model system studies is presented to verify these predictions.
Table 1 provides the mechanisms for the various models, with
both hydrogen and deuterium as the transferring nuclei in water
and methylene chloride solvents. This subsection focuses on
the mechanisms involving hydrogen transfer in aqueous solvent.
At the end of this subsection, we describe the effects of solvent
polarity on the mechanism. The effects of deuterium substitution
are discussed in section III.D.

In this paper, the probabilities of EPT and ET are deter-
mined by calculating the percentage contributionPν of each
product ET diabatic stateν to the rate and the contributions
pνa and pνb of the a and b PT states, respectively, for each
product ET diabatic stateν. The probability of EPT is defined
asPEPT ) Σν

statesPνpνb, and the probability of ET is defined as
PET ) Σν

statesPνpνa. (For simplicity, these definitions approxi-
mate the reactant state as purely VB state 1a.) The mechanism
is labeled “EPT” (or “ET”) if PEPT (or PET) is greater than 0.6.
(For situations in which the relevant probability is within

0.02 of this cutoff, visual inspection of the wave functions was
used to determine the mechanism.) The mechanism is labeled
“N” if the reaction is neither ET nor EPT due to equal
weightingspνa and pνb for the dominant product ET diabatic
states. (This situation arises if the associated dominant product
proton vibrational states are above the proton transfer barrier
and thus are delocalized between the proton donor and acceptor.)
The mechanism is labeled “B” if the reaction is both ET
and EPT due to equal weightingPν but unequal weightings
pνa and pνb for the dominant product ET diabatic states.
(This situation arises if the dominant associated product
proton vibrational states are below the proton transfer barrier
and thus are localized in thea or b well of the proton potential
energy curve, but the dominant product states are localized
in different wells.)

The rate expression in eq 17 indicates that the rate in-
creases with increasing couplingVµν and decreases with
increasing free energy barrier∆Gµν

q . In other words,k ∝
Vµν

2 exp(-∆Gµν
q /kBT), where∆Gµν

q ) (∆G°µν + λµν)2/4λµν. As
previously discussed, for proton donor-acceptor distances
leading to a double well proton potential energy curve, theb
well is always lower than thea well in the product proton
potential energy curves for symmetric proton transfer interfaces
due to the electron-proton Coulomb interaction. As a result,
the lowest energy product ET diabatic state is dominated by
2b (corresponding to EPT). If the ET diabatic product states
are assumed to not cross for relevant energies, the free energy
barrier should be lowest for the lowest energy product state.
Thus, typically the free energy barrier contribution to the rate
favors EPT for symmetric PT interfaces. On the other hand,
the couplingVµν is greatly affected by the overlap of the
proton vibrational wave functions, as shown by eq 16. For a
reactant state that is dominated by 1a, the overlap will be
greatest for product states that are dominated by 2a, corre-
sponding to ET. As a result, typically the coupling contribution
to the rate favors ET.

The ET mechanism is possible only if one or more product
proton vibrational states are localized in thea well of the product

Figure 6. Product proton potential energy curves and the associated product proton vibrational wave functions at the solvent configurations
corresponding to the minima of the lowest product ET diabatic free energy surfaces obtained with hydrogen for the values ofRDA indicated at the
top of each frame and for (a)ROO ) 2.6 Å, (b) ROO ) 2.7 Å, and (c)ROO ) 2.8 Å. For all model systems,∆E12 ) 0, and the solvent is water.
Hydrogen wave functions are shown on the left, and deuterium wave functions are shown on the right.
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proton potential energy curve. The shape of the proton potential
energy curve is influenced mainly byROO, which determines
the proton transfer barrier, andRDA, which determines the
electron-proton Coulomb interaction and thus the asymmetry.
For very smallROO values, the proton transfer barrier is so low
or nonexistent that the proton potential energy curve is a single
well, and the product vibrational states are either localized near
the proton acceptor due to the electron-proton Coulomb
interaction (leading to EPT) or delocalized (leading to neither
ET nor EPT). AsROO increases, the proton transfer barrier
increases, leading to the possibility of the localization of a
product proton vibrational wave function in thea well. Similarly,
for very small RDA values, the electron-proton Coulomb
interaction is so strong that the proton potential energy curve
is a single well localized near the proton acceptor, leading to
EPT. AsRDA increases, the electron-proton Coulomb interac-
tion (and hence the asymmetry) decreases, leading to a double

well proton potential energy curve and the possibility of the
localization of a product proton vibrational wave function in
the a well.

For systems with product proton vibrational wave functions
localized in thea well, the mechanism is determined by
competition between the coupling and the free energy barrier.
The lowest energy product ET diabatic state dominated by 2b
(corresponding to EPT) is favored by the lower free energy
barrier, while the higher energy product ET diabatic states
dominated by 2a (corresponding to ET) are favored by the larger
coupling. For very endothermic reactions, the lower free energy
barrier for EPT overrides the larger coupling for ET, leading to
the EPT mechanism. Conversely, for very exothermic reactions,
the larger coupling for ET overrides the lower free energy barrier
for EPT, leading to the ET mechanism. Furthermore, when the
overlap between vibrational wave functions localized in opposite
wells of the proton potential energy is extremely small (i.e.,

TABLE 1: Values for the Rates, Kinetic Isotope Effects, and Mechanisms for a Series of PCET Model Systemsa

water methylene chloride

ROO RDA ∆E12 rate KIE mechH+ mechD+ rate KIE mechH+ mechD+

2.6 12 -20 0.15× 1010 1.72 EPT N 0.41× 1011 1.31 EPT N
-10 0.87× 107 2.64 EPT EPT 0.76× 109 2.21 EPT EPT

0 0.54× 104 3.38 EPT EPT 0.72× 106 3.41 EPT EPT
10 0.34 4.05 EPT EPT 0.25× 102 4.38 EPT EPT
20 0.20× 10-5 4.35 EPT EPT 0.29× 10-4 5.07 EPT EPT

15 -20 0.13× 108 1.35 N N 0.62× 109 1.21 N N
-10 0.52× 105 1.49 EPT N 0.91× 107 1.48 EPT N

0 0.29× 102 1.60 EPT N 0.77× 104 1.73 EPT EPT
10 0.21× 10-2 1.71 EPT EPT 0.35 1.96 EPT EPT
20 0.20× 10-7 1.82 EPT EPT 0.81× 10-6 2.18 EPT EPT

20 -20 0.40× 104 1.01 N N 0.37× 106 1.02 N N
-10 0.13× 102 1.06 N N 0.41× 104 1.08 N N

0 0.69× 10-2 1.12 N N 0.32× 10 1.16 N N
10 0.57× 10-6 1.18 N N 0.18× 10-3 1.24 N N
20 0.76× 10-11 1.23 N N 0.68× 10-9 1.31 N N

2.7 12 -20 0.48× 109 1.57 N N 0.18× 1011 1.27 N N
-10 0.14× 106 2.36 EPT N 0.12× 109 2.17 EPT N

0 0.61× 103 3.78 EPT N 0.64× 105 4.79 EPT N
10 0.31× 10-1 5.54 EPT N 0.17× 10 10.34 EPT N
20 0.15× 10-6 8.42 EPT N 0.14× 10-5 17.58 EPT EPT

15 -20 0.63× 107 1.22 B EPT* 0.34× 109 1.08 ET EPT*
-10 0.22× 105 1.41 B EPT* 0.33× 107 1.29 B EPT*

0 0.11× 102 1.51 B EPT* 0.21× 104 1.58 B EPT*
10 0.69× 10-3 1.78 B ET 0.73× 10-1 2.15 B ET
20 0.56× 10-8 1.90 B ET 0.13× 10-6 2.40 EPT ET

20 -20 0.40× 104 1.06 B ET 0.31× 106 1.17 B ET
-10 0.13× 102 1.03 B ET 0.31× 104 1.23 B ET

0 0.51× 10-2 1.17 B ET 0.22× 10 1.26 B ET
10 - - B ET - - B ET
20 - - B ET - - B ET

2.8 12 -20 0.13× 109 1.21 EPT* EPT* 0.99× 1010 1.63 ET EPT*
-10 0.21× 106 1.40 EPT* EPT* 0.32× 108 2.35 ET EPT*

0 0.41× 102 1.82 EPT* EPT* 0.48× 104 2.91 B EPT*
10 - - EPT* ET 0.33× 10-1 3.01 EPT ET
20 - - EPT* ET 0.12× 10-7 4.08 EPT ET

15 -20 0.31× 107 1.05 EPT* ET 0.23× 109 1.11 EPT* ET
-10 0.96× 104 1.40 ET ET 0.14× 107 1.20 ET ET

0 0.35× 10 1.83 ET ET 0.58× 103 1.51 ET ET
10 - - ET ET - - ET ET
20 - - ET ET - - ET ET

20 -20 0.46× 104 1.04 ET ET 0.22× 106 1.06 ET ET
-10 0.14× 102 1.06 ET ET 0.20× 104 1.22 ET ET

0 0.51× 10-2 1.08 ET ET 0.13× 10 1.51 ET ET
10 0.33× 10-6 1.10 ET ET - - ET ET
20 0.26× 10-11 1.13 ET ET - - ET ET

a The rates are given in units of s-1 for systems with H, and the kinetic isotope effect is defined as the ratio of the rate with H to the rate with
D. The mechanisms are given for systems with H and systems with D. The notation for the mechanisms is defined as follows: ET corresponds to
electron transfer, EPT corresponds to electron and proton transfer, B corresponds to both ET and EPT, N corresponds to neither ET nor EPT (i.e.,
delocalized vibrational wave functions), and EPT* corresponds to ET followed by PT. The parametersROO andRDA are the donor-acceptor distances
for proton and electron transfer, respectively, and are given in Å. The parameter∆E12 is the energy difference between ET states 1 and 2 (where
negative values correspond to exothermic reactions) and is given in kcal/mol. The solvent is either water or methylene chloride. Absent entries
indicate numerical difficulties due to the locations of avoided crossings. The temperature is 25°C.
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for very largeROO), the larger coupling for ET overrides the
lower free energy barrier for EPT, so the mechanism is ET.

These trends are validated by our model system studies.
Although not included in Table 1, the mechanism forROO )
2.4 Å is predominantly N (i.e., neither ET nor EPT) or EPT.
When the proton donor-acceptor distance is so short, the proton
potential energy curve is a single well (i.e., no barrier to proton
transfer). For largeRDA values, the proton vibrational wave
functions are delocalized between thea and b PT states, and
the weightingspµa andpµb are nearly equal for all product states,
leading to neither ET nor EPT. For small electron donor-
acceptor distances (i.e.,RDA)12 Å), the single well becomes
so asymmetric due to the electron-proton Coulomb interaction
that the EPT mechanism dominates (withPEPT = 0.6). In this
case, EPT corresponds to the single well proton potential energy
curve shifting from the proton donor to the proton acceptor side.

Table 1 indicates that forROO ) 2.6 Å, the mechanism is
EPT or N for all values ofRDA. This observation is explained
by the proton potential energy curves in Figure 6a, which
illustrate that the proton transfer barrier is nearly nonexistent
for ROO ) 2.6 Å. ForRDA ) 12 Å, the lowest proton vibrational
state is localized in theb well (corresponding to EPT), and no
states are localized in thea well. For RDA ) 20 Å, the
asymmetry of the double well potential is decreased due to
smaller electron-proton Coulomb interactions, leading to a
significant delocalization of the lowest proton vibrational state
(corresponding to N).

As shown in Table 1, forROO ) 2.7 Å, the higher proton
transfer barrier allows all four mechanisms: EPT, ET, N, and
B. This variety of possible mechanisms can be understood by
analyzing the proton potential energy curves in Figure 6b. For
all RDA values, the lowest proton vibrational state is localized
in the b well and corresponds to EPT. AsRDA increases, the
asymmetry decreases, allowing the second product proton
vibrational state to become somewhat localized in thea well.
In particular, forRDA ) 12 Å, the second proton vibrational
state as well as all higher states are delocalized. For the very
exothermic reaction, the delocalized proton vibrational states
dominate (i.e., the larger coupling of the third state overrides
the lower free energy barriers of the first two states), so the
reaction is neither ET nor EPT. For the less exothermic or
endothermic reactions, the lowest proton vibrational state
localized in theb well dominates (i.e., the lower free energy
barrier of the lowest state overrides the larger coupling of the
higher states), so the reaction is EPT. ForRDA ) 15 Å andRDA

) 20 Å, the second proton vibrational state is somewhat
localized in thea well, and all higher states are delocalized.
Since both of the two lowest proton vibrational states contribute
to the rate, the reaction is both ET and EPT.

For ROO ) 2.8 Å, the even higher proton transfer barrier
allows the product proton vibrational states to become nearly
degenerate, leading to the possibility of a sequential reaction,
as shown in Figure 4a. At this proton donor-acceptor distance,
the reactions are primarily vibrationally adiabatic and thus result
in sequential reactions of two types: (1) reactions involving
first EPT and then PT (overall ET) and (2) reactions involving
first ET and then PT (overall EPT). Typically, the first type of
sequential reaction is much less favorable than the second type
due to the significantly smaller coupling for EPT than for ET.
In Table 1, ET followed by PT is denoted EPT*. (To avoid
numerical difficulties for these types of sequential reactions,
the free energy barriers were obtained from the intersections of
the free energy surfaces rather than from the expressions

involving the equilibrium free energy differences and the
reorganization energies.)

The mechanisms of the model systems withROO ) 2.8 Å
depend on the electron donor-acceptor distanceRDA and the
exothermicity of the ET reaction∆E12. As shown in Figure 6c,
for ROO ) 2.8 Å and RDA ) 12 Å the lowest two proton
vibrational states are localized in theb well, and the third state
is localized primarily in thea well. The larger coupling of the
third state overrides the lower free energy barriers of the first
two states, leading to ET at the intersection of the reactant and
product ET diabatic surfaces. For these model systems, however,
an avoided crossing between the second and third product proton
vibrational states occurs in the region between the intersection
of the reactant and product ET diabatic surfaces and the minima
of the product ET diabatic surfaces. Specifically, the second
and third product states are localized in theb and a wells,
respectively, at the intersection of the reactant and product
ET diabatic surfaces but are localized in thea and b wells,
respectively, at the minima of these product ET diabatic surfaces.
Thus, the dominant reaction is ET followed by vibrationally
adiabatic PT, resulting in an overall EPT mechanism.

For ROO ) 2.8 Å and RDA ) 15 Å, the mechanism is
particularly sensitive to the exothermicity of the ET reaction.
As shown in Figure 6c, for these model systems the lowest state
is localized in theb well, the second lowest state is localized in
the a well, and the third lowest state is localized in theb well
again. For ∆E12 ) -20 kcal/mol, the mechanism is the
sequential EPT mechanism (i.e., ET followed by vibrationally
adiabatic PT). For the other values of∆E12, the avoided crossing
between the second and third product proton vibrational states
is shifted to the reactant side of the intersection of the reactant
and product ET diabatic surfaces, so it no longer impacts the
mechanism. In this case, the straightforward ET mechanism
dominates.

The mechanism forROO ) 2.8 Å andRDA ) 20 Å is less
sensitive to the exothermicity. For these model systems, the
lowest state is localized in theb well, and the next lowest state
is localized in thea well. The avoided crossing between the
second and third product proton vibrational states is shifted to
the far side of the minima of the product ET diabatic surfaces,
so it does not impact the mechanism. In this case, the state
localized in thea well is close enough in energy to the state
localized in theb well that the larger coupling determines the
dominant product state for all values of∆E12 studied, and the
mechanism is always ET. All these results elucidate the
dependence of the mechanisms onRDA and∆E12 for these model
systems withROO ) 2.8 Å.

Although not shown in Table 1, forROO ) 3.0 Å, the
mechanism is always ET for the range ofRDA and∆E12 studied.
In this case, the proton potential energy curve is always a double
well potential with at least one product proton vibrational wave
function localized in thea well. Furthermore, the high proton
transfer barrier leads to an extremely small overlap between
the proton vibrational wave functions localized in thea andb
wells and thus to very small coupling for EPT compared to
ET. As a result, the product states with the larger couplings
dominate, leading to the ET mechanism. (A subsequent PT
reaction is unlikely due to vibrational nonadiabaticity, as shown
in Figure 4b.) Also not shown in Table 1 is the observation
that the contribution of the EPT mechanism increases as the
couplingVEPT increases and as∆Eab (the energy difference of
the PT states) decreases.

As shown in Table 1, the mechanisms are qualitatively similar
in methylene chloride and in water. A quantitative analysis of
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PEPT for the different solvents, however, indicates that the
probability of the EPT mechanism is greater in methylene
chloride than in water due to the lower solvent polarity of
methylene chloride. Decreasing the solvent polarity decreases
the reorganization energy for each product ET diabatic state
(with respect to the lowest reactant ET diabatic state). Moreover,
decreasing the solvent polarity decreases the differences in the
reorganization energies for pairs of product ET diabatic states.
For the model systems in this paper, decreasing both the overall
reorganization energies and the differences in the reorganization
energies increases the differences in the free energy barriers
for pairs of product ET diabatic states. This increase in the
difference in the free energy barriers favors the lower product
states, hence leading to a higher probability of EPT (which
corresponds to the lowest product state). Thus, decreasing the
solvent polarity increases the probability of the EPT mechanism.

C. Rates.In this subsection, we discuss the dependence of
the rates of PCET reactions on the physical properties of the
solute and solvent. We focus on the limit of nonadiabatic ET,
for which the rate expression in eq 17 is valid. First, we provide
a framework for our analysis by describing the dependence of
each quantity in the rate expression on the various physical
properties of the system. Subsequently, we predict the impact
of each physical property of the system on the overall rate and
verify each prediction with an analysis of our model system
studies. In this subsection we discuss only the rates for PCET
systems involving hydrogen (rather than deuterium) transfer.

The nonadiabatic rate expression in eq 17 depends on three
quantities. The first quantity is the equilibrium free energy
difference ∆G°µν between pairs of ET diabatic free energy
surfaces. This quantity is directly affected by the parameter
∆E12, representing the energy difference between the gas phase
ET states 1 and 2. As∆E12 increases,∆G°µν also increases for
all pairs of states. In addition,∆G°µν is impacted byROO and
RDA through the electron-proton Coulomb interaction and the
solute solvation energy. (The solvation energy depends onROO

andRDA since these parameters determine the charge densities
of the four VB states.)∆G°µν is also affected byROO through
interactions within the protonated water dimer. Finally,∆G°µν
is influenced by the solvent polarity, which affects the solvation
energy for the solute. The second quantity in the rate expression
is the reorganization energyλµν between pairs of ET diabatic
free energy surfaces. This quantity is influenced byROO and
RDA (since these parameters determine the charge densities of
the four VB states), as well as by the solvent polarity. The third
quantity in the rate expression is the couplingVµν between pairs
of ET diabatic free energy surfaces. As indicated by eqs 14
and 16, this quantity is determined by the couplingsVET and
VEPT and by the proton vibrational wave functions. SinceRDA

determinesVET (through eq 22),RDA significantly impactsVµν.
Moreover, bothROO and RDA affect the coupling since they
influence the coefficients in eq 14 and the proton vibrational
wave functions. The remainder of this subsection will analyze
the rates in Table 1 within this framework. Note that minor
deviations from the trends result from numerical difficulties near
avoided crossings.

As previously discussed,ROO affects all three quantities in
the rate expression. The impact ofROO on Vµν is mainly due to
the effect on the overlap of the proton vibrational wave
functions: increasingROO decreases this overlap and thus
decreasesVµν. Note thatROO also affects the densities of the
four VB states and the relative energies of the four gas phase
VB states (through the electron-proton Coulomb interaction
and the interactions within the protonated water dimer), leading

to complex changes in all three quantities in the rate expression.
Despite these complexities, we found that for these model
systems, the dominant effect ofROO on the rates is due to the
impact on the proton vibrational overlap, which in turn
influences the coupling. This observation is confirmed by Table
1, which indicates that increasingROO decreases the rate.

RDA also affects all three quantities in the rate expression.
The impact ofRDA on Vµν is mainly due to the effect onVET:
increasingRDA decreasesVET and thus decreasesVµν. SinceRDA

also affects the electron-proton Coulomb interaction and the
densities of the four VB states, however, it leads to complex
changes in all three quantities in the rate expression. Neverthe-
less, we found that for these model systems the dominant effect
of RDA on the rates is due to the impact on the couplingVET.
This observation is confirmed by Table 1, which shows that
increasingRDA decreases the rate.

In addition, the polarity of the solvent impacts both∆G°µν
andλµν in the rate expression. Decreasing the solvent polarity
decreasesλµν, leading to a lower barrier along the solvent
coordinates and thus increasing the rate. Decreasing the solvent
polarity also alters the relative solvation energies of the four
VB states, leading to complex changes in∆G°µν. We found that
the main impact of the solvent polarity is through the re-
organization energy. This observation is validated by Table 1,
which indicates that decreasing the solvent polarity increases
the rate. Although not shown in Table 1, increasing the size of
the electron donor and acceptor also increases the rate for the
same physical reasons as decreasing the solvent polarity.

Table 1 also shows that the rate decreases as∆E12 increases
(in the normal Marcus region). This observation is consistent
with the direct relation between∆E12 and ∆G°µν previously
discussed. In the inverted Marcus region, the rate will decrease
as ∆E12 decreases. Although not shown in Table 1, we also
found that the rate decreases as the couplingVEPT decreases
and as∆Eab increases. Note that for some of these model
systems (i.e., those with very large∆E12), the rates are so slow
that they would not be observable on a physically reasonable
time scale. These nonphysical model systems are included only
to illustrate the trends.

D. Kinetic Isotope Effects. In this subsection, we discuss
the impact of the physical properties of a PCET system on the
kinetic isotope effect (i.e., the ratio of the rate with hydrogen
to the rate with deuterium). The effects of deuterium substitution
are determined by changing the mass of the transferring nucleus
for the calculation of the vibrational wave functions. In the first
part of this subsection, we analyze the impact of deuterium
substitution on the mechanisms and rates in terms of the
quantities in the nonadiabatic rate expression given in eq 17.
After this general discussion, we verify these fundamental
predictions with our model system studies. In the latter part of
this subsection, we investigate the dependence of the magnitude
of the kinetic isotope effect on the physical properties of the
system within the framework of our model system studies. This
subsection concludes with an explanation of the unusually large
kinetic isotope effects that are observed for some of the model
systems.

Table 1 provides the kinetic isotope effects and the mecha-
nisms observed with deuterium. As expected, we found that
the zero point energy and the splittings between the vibrational
states are smaller for deuterium than for hydrogen. As a result,
more vibrational states may be localized in thea andb wells
for deuterium, leading to a qualitatively different set of
vibrational states. These differences are confirmed by comparing
panels a and f of Figure 5, which illustrate that substitution of
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deuterium for the transferring hydrogen allows the second state
to be localized in theb well and decreases the splittings between
the vibrational states. These phenomena are also illustrated in
Figure 6. In some cases, these changes cause the mechanism
and rate to be substantially different when deuterium is
substituted for hydrogen.

The changes in mechanism upon substitution with deuterium
may be analyzed in terms of the competition between the
coupling and the free energy barrier. As previously discussed,
for these model systems, the lowest energy product vibrational
state is localized in theb well, leading to EPT. The possibility
of a higher product vibrational state localized in thea well is
greater for deuterium than for hydrogen due to the smaller zero
point energy for deuterium. Moreover, the higher states localized
in thea well (or delocalized if the proton transfer barrier is too
low to allow localization in thea well) have lower free energy
barriers for deuterium due to the smaller splittings between
vibrational states. In addition, the coupling for EPT is much
smaller for systems with deuterium than for systems with
hydrogen, while the coupling for ET is similar for the two types
of systems. As a result, for systems with deuterium, the larger
coupling for ET is more likely to override the lower free energy
barriers for EPT, leading to a higher contribution of the ET
mechanism for systems with deuterium. As will be discussed
below, we observed this phenomenon for our model systems.

The impact of deuterium substitution on the rate may be
analyzed in terms of the three quantities in the nonadiabatic
rate expression given in eq 17. The reorganization energiesλµν
are affected since the solvent coordinates of the minima of the
ET diabatic free energy surfaces are altered. We found the
impact of this effect on the rates to be relatively insignificant.
The equilibrium free energy differences∆G°µν are affected by
deuterium substitution due to the smaller splittings between the
vibrational states for deuterium. The values of∆G°µν for the
lowest product vibrational states localized in thea andb wells
are not altered significantly since the zero point energy is
approximately the same in the reactant and product ET diabatic
states. On the other hand, for all other product vibrational states,
∆G°µν will be lower for deuterium than for hydrogen due to the
smaller splittings between the vibrational states of deuterium.
This difference in equilibrium free energies could lead to an
inverse kinetic isotope effect, although this was not observed
for our model systems. The couplingsVµν are affected by
deuterium substitution since these couplings are averaged over
different vibrational wave functions. In general, the overlap of
vibrational wave functions in different wells (i.e., one localized
in the a well and one localized in theb well) is smaller for
deuterium than for hydrogen, leading to smaller couplings for
EPT with deuterium than with hydrogen. In some cases, this
difference in couplings leads to very large kinetic isotope effects,
as observed in our model systems.

These fundamental principles concerning kinetic isotope
effects for PCET reactions are validated by the results given in
Table 1. ForRDA ) 2.6 Å, three model systems exhibit a change
from EPT for hydrogen to neither ET nor EPT (denoted N) for
deuterium. As shown in Figure 6a, in this case the deuterium
wave functions are qualitatively similar to the hydrogen
vibrational wave functions. The ground state is localized in the
b well, and the next lowest state is delocalized. The mechanism
is determined by competition between the coupling (which
favors N) and the free energy barrier (which favors EPT). For
systems with deuterium, the coupling for EPT is significantly
smaller, and the energy of the second product vibrational state
is slightly lower in energy than for systems with hydrogen. As

a result, the second product vibrational state is more likely to
dominate for systems with deuterium, leading to more cases of
the N mechanism (i.e., neither ET nor EPT).

For ROO ) 2.7 Å, substitution with deuterium leads to
qualitatively different vibrational wave functions, as shown in
Figure 6b. ForRDA ) 12 Å and∆E12 g -10 kcal/mol, the
hydrogen system is EPT, and the deuterium system is N. In the
hydrogen system, the dominant product vibrational state is the
lowest state, which is localized in theb well, whereas in the
deuterium system, the dominant product vibrational state is the
third state, which is fairly delocalized. ForRDA ) 15 and 20 Å,
the hydrogen system is both ET and EPT (denoted B), and the
deuterium system is either ET followed by PT (denoted EPT*)
or ET. In the hydrogen system, the dominant product vibrational
states are the lowest two states, which are each localized in
one of the wells, while in the deuterium system, the dominant
product vibrational state at the intersection is the second state,
which is localized in thea well. The EPT* mechanism is
observed for the deuterium system if an avoided crossing occurs
in the relevant region. These differences result from the smaller
coupling for EPT and the smaller splittings between the
vibrational states for deuterium.

The effect of deuterium substitution forROO ) 2.8 Å is
influenced by the avoided crossings of the product vibrational
states. For both hydrogen and deuterium, the ET mechanism
dominates at the intersection of the reactant and product ET
diabatic surfaces. This phenomenon is due to the localization
of a product vibrational state in thea well and the substantially
larger coupling for this state than for the lower states localized
in the b well. For some model systems, however, an avoided
crossing between two product vibrational states is located
between the intersection of the relevant reactant and product
ET diabatic surfaces and the minima of the relevant product
ET diabatic surfaces. These model systems exhibit the EPT*
mechanism, where ET is followed by vibrationally adiabatic
PT. Thus, the differences between the mechanisms (ET or EPT*)
for hydrogen and deuterium are due mainly to the location of
the avoided crossing between the product vibrational states. Note
that for endothermic systems withRDA ) 12 Å in methylene
chloride, the mechanism is EPT for hydrogen and ET for
deuterium. This difference is due to the smaller coupling for
EPT and the smaller splittings between the vibrational states
for deuterium.

The magnitudes of the kinetic isotope effects in Table 1
exhibit several interesting trends. First, for fixed values of
ROO andRDA, the kinetic isotope effect becomes larger as the
reaction becomes more endothermic (i.e., as∆E12 increases).
Second, for fixed values ofROO and∆E12, the kinetic isotope
effect becomes larger asRDA decreases. (Although not shown
in Table 1, this trend is also validated by studies of model
systems withRDA ) 10 Å.) Third, for fixed values ofROO and
RDA, the kinetic isotope effect becomes larger as the solvent
polarity decreases for∆E12 g 0. All three of these trends may
be explained by the same fundamental principle: the kinetic
isotope effect increases as the contribution of the EPT mech-
anism increases. (If the mechanism is pure ET, the kinetic
isotope effect is nearly unity.) As∆E12 increases (in the normal
Marcus region) the contribution of EPT increases since the lower
free energy barrier of the lowest state localized in theb well
overrides the larger coupling of the higher states localized in
thea well. As RDA decreases, the contribution of EPT increases
since the electron-proton Coulomb interaction increases, so the
asymmetry of the proton potential energy curve increases. The
increased asymmetry will raise the energy of the product
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vibrational state localized in thea well and may even prevent
any product vibrational states from being localized in thea well.
As the solvent polarity decreases, the contribution of EPT
increases since the difference in free energy barriers for the
various product ET diabatic states increases, leading to a greater
contribution of the lower product vibrational states localized in
theb well. This influence of the solvent polarity on the kinetic
isotope effect is less significant for exothermic reactions in
which the larger coupling of the ET states almost completely
overrides the lower free energy barrier of the EPT states.
Although not shown in Table 1, increasing the size of the
electron donor and acceptor also increases the kinetic isotope
effect for the same physical reasons as decreasing the solvent
polarity. In addition, we observed that increasing the coupling
VEPT and decreasing∆Eab increases the kinetic isotope effect
due to increased contribution of the EPT mechanism.

The dependence of the kinetic isotope effects onROO is not
straightforward since it involves two opposing factors. Increasing
ROO decreases the kinetic isotope effect due to the decreased
contribution of the EPT mechanism, but it also increases the
kinetic isotope effect due to a larger ratio of the hydrogen-to-
deuterium couplings. As a result, the kinetic isotope effects are
largest for intermediate proton donor-acceptor distances. The
decrease in the contribution of the EPT mechanism asROO

increases is due to the smaller overlap of the reactant and product
vibrational wave functions involved in EPT. The increase in
the ratio of the hydrogen-to-deuterium couplings asROO

increases can also be explained in terms of the overlap of the
reactant and product vibrational wave functions. When the EPT
mechanism dominates, the coupling is averaged over the product
of two vibrational wave functions localized in different wells
of the proton potential energy curve. The overlap of these two
vibrational wave functions is significantly smaller for deuterium
than for hydrogen. Moreover, the ratio of the overlap of the
reactant and product vibrational wave functions for hydrogen
to that for deuterium increases as the distance between the
centers of the reactant and product wave functions increases.
Hence, the ratio of the hydrogen-to-deuterium couplings in-
creases asROO increases. Similarly, decreasingRDA increases
the localization of and the distance between the reactant and
product proton vibrational wave functions.

In some cases, the kinetic isotope effects are quite large
(i.e.,>5) for our model systems. One explanation for the large
kinetic isotope effects is that the probability of EPT is larger
for hydrogen than for deuterium. Although this factor contributes
to the large kinetic isotope effects, we found that the most
important factor is the coupling term in the rate expression. One
significant difference between EPT reactions and single PT
reactions is that typically the vibrational wave functions for EPT
reactions are more localized near the proton donor or acceptor
and thus have much smaller overlaps between reactant and
product wave functions. The highly localized nature of the
vibrational wave functions in EPT reactions is due to the
asymmetry of the proton potential energy curve induced by the
electron-proton Coulomb interaction. This asymmetry can be
viewed as producing a very high and wide effective barrier to
proton transfer, leading to large kinetic isotope effects.

IV. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we presented a comprehensive theoretical study
of model systems aimed at predicting the effects of solute and
solvent properties on the rates, mechanisms, and kinetic isotope
effects for PCET reactions. These studies are based on a
multistate continuum theory, in which the solute is described
with a multistate valence bond model, the solvent is represented

as a dielectric continuum, and the active electrons and transfer-
ring protons are treated quantum mechanically. In this theoretical
formulation, the reactant and product ET diabatic free energy
surfaces are obtained as functions of two solvent coordinates
corresponding to proton and electron transfer. PCET reactions
are viewed as transitions between the reactant and product ET
diabatic free energy surfaces. The rates and kinetic isotope
effects for PCET are calculated with a recently derived rate
expression for nonadiabatic PCET. (Even in the limit of
electronically adiabatic ET, the EPT mechanism is typically
electronically nonadiabatic due to the small overlap of the
reactant and product proton vibrational wave functions.) The
detailed mechanisms (i.e., whether the reactions are ET or EPT,
and if EPT, whether they are concerted or sequential) are
determined by analyzing the character of the dominant product
ET diabatic free energy surfaces.

The mechanism for PCET reactions depends strongly on the
proton donor-acceptor distance. We found that there are four
distinct regimes of proton donor-acceptor distances. The first
regime corresponds to proton donor-acceptor distances that are
so small that all proton vibrational wave functions are delocal-
ized between the proton donor and acceptor such that the EPT
mechanism is not well-defined. The second regime corresponds
to proton donor-acceptor distances that are large enough to
have at least one product proton vibrational wave function
localized near the proton acceptor but small enough to prevent
any product proton vibrational wave functions from being
localized near the proton donor. In this case, the EPT mechanism
will dominate and will always be concerted. The third regime
corresponds to intermediate proton donor-acceptor distances
with a high enough proton transfer barrier to allow at least one
product proton vibrational wave function to be localized near
the proton donor. In this case, the EPT mechanism will compete
with the ET mechanism and may be concerted or sequential.
Typically for sequential EPT reactions, the ET step precedes
the PT step. The fourth regime corresponds to large proton
donor-acceptor distances with such a high proton transfer
barrier that the EPT mechanism is no longer possible due to
small coupling (i.e., the ET mechanism is dominant).

Our results predict that the probability of the EPT mechanism
will increase as (1) the electron donor-acceptor distance is
decreased, (2) the proton donor-acceptor distance is decreased
(until the distance is so short that the proton is delocalized),
(3) the PT reaction becomes more exothermic (or less endo-
thermic), (4) the ET reaction becomes more endothermic (or
less exothermic) in the normal Marcus regime, (5) the temper-
ature decreases, (6) the solvent polarity decreases, and (7) the
size of the electron donor and acceptor increases.

All these factors impact the competition between the cou-
plings (which typically favor ET) and the free energy barriers
(which typically favor EPT). Decreasing the electron-donor
acceptor distance increases the electron-proton Coulomb
interaction, which decreases the equilibrium free energy dif-
ference (and hence the free energy barrier) for EPT relative to
ET. Decreasing the proton donor-acceptor distance increases
the overlap (and hence the coupling) between reactant and
product proton vibrational wave functions involved in EPT.
Increasing the exothermicity of the PT reaction decreases the
equilibrium free energy difference (and hence the relative free
energy barrier) for EPT relative to ET. Increasing the endo-
thermicity of the ET reaction (or decreasing the temperature)
in the normal Marcus region decreases the rate of both ET and
EPT but increases the probability of EPT since the lower free
energy barrier for EPT overrides the larger coupling for ET.
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Decreasing the solvent polarity and the size of the electron donor
and acceptor alters the reorganization energies in a way that
increases the free energy barrier for ET relative to that for EPT.

The rate of the EPT mechanism will also increase as the
properties of the system are altered in the ways previously
enumerated above, with the exception of the exothermicity of
the ET reaction and the temperature. The rate of the EPT
mechanism will increase while the probability of the EPT
mechanism will decrease as the ET reaction becomes more
exothermic in the normal Marcus region. In the inverted Marcus
region, the probability of the EPT mechanism will increase but
the rate of EPT will decrease as the ET reaction becomes more
exothermic. These trends are due to the domination of the EPT
mechanism over the ET mechanism for higher overall free
energy barriers since the lower free energy barrier for EPT
overrides the larger coupling for ET. On the other hand, the
rates of both ET and EPT clearly decrease for higher free energy
barriers. For similar reasons, the probability of EPT increases
but the rate of EPT decreases as the temperature is decreased.
At lower temperatures, the mechanism with the lower free
energy barrier dominates, favoring EPT over ET in the normal
Marcus region. On the other hand, clearly the rates of both ET
and EPT decrease for lower temperatures.

The kinetic isotope effect of a PCET reaction will increase
as the probability of the EPT mechanism increases and as the
localization of and distance between the reactant and product
proton vibrational wave functions increase. The reactant and
product proton vibrational wave functions become more local-
ized and separated as the proton donor-acceptor distance
increases and as the electron donor-acceptor distance decreases
(leading to stronger electron-proton Coulomb interactions). The
probability of EPT becomes smaller while the distance between
the reactant and product proton vibrational wave functions
becomes larger as the proton donor-acceptor distance increases.
As a result, the kinetic isotope effects are largest for intermediate
proton donor-acceptor distances. In some cases, unusually large
kinetic isotope effects may be observed for systems in which
the EPT mechanism dominates. These large kinetic isotope
effects are due to the electron-proton Coulomb interaction,
which leads to proton vibrational wave functions that are highly
localized near the proton donor or acceptor. Also, the probability
of EPT is larger for hydrogen than for deuterium, further
increasing the kinetic isotope effect.

Experimental studies on model PCET systems will play a
critical role in the further development of this theoretical
formulation of PCET. In particular, systematic experimental
studies may be used to test our predictions concerning the impact
of solute and solvent properties on the rates and kinetic isotope
effects of PCET reactions. The analysis presented in this paper
may aid in the design of more experimental model systems
dominated by the EPT mechanism. In addition, the existing
experimental data on PCET systems may be interpreted within
the theoretical framework presented in this paper. Current
research is directed at using the multistate continuum theory
combined with electronic structure and electrostatic continuum
methods to model specific systems that have been studied
experimentally.
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